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● Opening
● How AI can enrich Wikidata by Houcemeddine Turki 
● AI activities by Ilario Valdelli (WM CH)
● Contributors and Readers by Chris Albon (WMF)
● Research and considerations by Leila Zia (WMF) 
● Open floor for discussion 
● Closing 

Our plan 



AI activities  

Speaker: Ilario Valdelli





































Contributors: potential 
applications and use of AI 

to assist with content 
creation and curation

Speaker: Chris Albon



● Add-A-Link suggests edits to new editors:
○ More likely to make a constructive edit
○ More likely to come back and make an 

edit later
○ More edits in the first two weeks
○ Better edits overall

● Available on almost every wiki right now.
● Rolled out to enwiki Community Config 

soon.

Add-A-Link

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Community_configuration
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Growth/Personalized_first_day/Structured_tasks/Add_a_link


● Add-An-Image encourages newcomers to 
add images to articles with no images 
editors

○ The likelihood that mobile web newcomers make their 
first article edit (+17.0%)

○ The likelihood that they are retained as newcomers 
(+24.3%)

○ The number of edits they make during their first two 
weeks on the wiki (+21.8%)

○ A lower probability of the newcomers' edits to be reverted 
(-3.3% over baseline).

● Available on 15 wikis.

Add-An-Image

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Growth/Deployment_table
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Growth/Personalized_first_day/Structured_tasks/Add_an_image


● Allow moderators to configure automated prevention or reversion of bad edits.
● Similar to ClueBot NG and SeroBOT but for more languages.

Automoderator

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Moderator_Tools/Automoderator


Readers: how AI might 
be helpful to people 
wanting to learn from 
Wikipedia

Speaker: Also Chris Albon



● How we can engage people to use Wikipedia to verify 
information as they browse the web?

Citation Needed Try It Now!

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Future_Audiences/Experiment:Citation_Needed#
https://chromewebstore.google.com/detail/wikipedia-citation-needed/kecnjhdipdihkibljeicopdcoinghmhj?hl=en&authuser=0


Add A Fact
● How generative AI may be used to help 

people contribute valuable facts and sources 
to Wikipedia as they browse the web.

● Building off the Citation Needed 
experiment.

Credit: Fact Magazine - The New York Times

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Future_Audiences/Experiment:Add_a_Fact
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Goldwater_fact_magazine.jpg


Research: Developing 
AI models, insights, 

and frameworks; 
anchored in our values 

and principles 

Speaker: Leila Zia   
https://research.wikimedia.org/



Values, principles, and policies 
(A non-exhaustive list) of values, principles and policies we consider and 

follow when developing AI models, insights and frameworks:

● Human agency and Machine-in-the-loop

● Inclusive research methods

● Openness (WMF s̓ Guiding Principles and the Open Access Policy)

● Independence and transparency (WMF s̓ Guiding Principles)

● Human rights (WMF s̓ Human Rights Policy)

● Privacy

https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Resolution:Wikimedia_Foundation_Guiding_Principles
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Policy:Open_access_policy
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Resolution:Wikimedia_Foundation_Guiding_Principles
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Policy:Human_Rights_Policy


The year ahead
A sample of AI research projects in the coming year:

1. Develop a framework and recommend AI models ready to be used in 

products and features (Miriam Redi; AP code: SDS 1.2)

2. Continue support for Human Rights AI Checklist (Isaac Johnson)

3. Further develop and scale the text summarization and simplification 

model (Martin Gerlach; AP code: WE 3.1)

4. Tune LLMs to detect content policy or guideline violations (Diego 

Saez-Trumper; AP code: WE 1.2)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation_Annual_Plan/2024-2025/Product_%26_Technology_OKRs 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation_Annual_Plan/2024-2025/Product_%26_Technology_OKRs


The year ahead (cnt’d)
A sample of AI research projects in the coming year:

5. Develop an ML model for unique device identification for blocking and 

other applications (Xiao Xiao; AP code: WE 4.2)

6. Develop an ML model to more effectively detect large scale attacks (Xiao 

and Pablo Aragón; AP code: WE 4.3)

7. Develop a unified machine translation limit and guidance system (Eli 

Asikin-Garmager; AP code: WE 2.1)

8. Collaborative translation processes (Eli; AP code: WE 2.1)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation_Annual_Plan/2024-2025/Product_%26_Technology_OKRs 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation_Annual_Plan/2024-2025/Product_%26_Technology_OKRs


Learn more
By booking a 1:1 office hour or consultation time 

with a member of the Research team: 

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Research/Office_hours#Schedule 

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Research/Office_hours#Schedule


Open floor 
session

Facilitator: Kelsi 



Thank you!


